
Unit 1: A New Nation
Overview  Students will examine works of the earliest settlers and Puritans of the “New World” and consider the prominent beliefs and arguments of the time period. They will trace the movement 
toward establishing an American identity by reading works about the revolution and the colonists’ desire to create a new government. Sermons, speeches, documents, poems, songs, and works of 
visual art representing the period will be examined for their effectiveness in conveying ideas, arguments, and/or themes. At the end of the unit, students will begin the first writing assignment 
towards a year-long research project on a U.S. sociopolitical issue of the student's choice. Building on what they have learned from the early American works, students will write a narrative that 
uses effective narrative techniques, well-chosen details, and well-structured event sequences to recount a personal experience for the reader. 

Suggested Time Frame: 9 weeks (adjust as necessary)
Essential Questions: What is an American? 
How do writers craft language to influence others and achieve their purpose?
How can beliefs be both barriers and bridges?  
How can people use language to achieve effective oral communication?
What influences your ability to communicate or listen effectively?
How does technology affect the way people communicate?

Reading Task (Standards) Texts
Domain-Specific 
Vocabulary Writing Tasks (Standards)

RL.11-12.10 By the end of Grade 11, read and comprehend 
literature, including stories, dramas, and 
poems, in the Grades 11-12 text complexity 
band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at 
the high end of the range. By the end of Grade 
12, read and comprehend literature, including 
stories, dramas, and poems, at the high end of 
the Grades 11-12 text complexity band 
independently and proficiently.

1. Native American 
Creation Stories
 2. Encounter
3.  “Here Follow 
Some Verses Upon 
the Burning of Our 
House, July 10, 
1666,” “To My Dear 
and Loving 
Husband,” and/or 
“Love is not all” 
(Anne Bradstreet) 
(Glencoe Literature 
p. 77-79)
4.  “Sinners in the 
Hands of an Angry 
God” (Jonathan 
Edwards)
5.  “Speech to the 
Virginia Convention” 
(Patrick Henry) 
6.  Common Sense 
(Thomas Paine)
7. Declaration of 
Independence 
(Thomas Jefferson)  
Glencoe Literature p. 
169
8.Preamble to the 
Constitution
9.  Bill of Rights
10. Federalist Papers 
No. 10
 11. Anti-Federalist 
Papers No. 10

context
literal vs. figurative 
meaning
author's choices
structure
clarity
cogency
coherence
writer's claim
author's point of view
purpose
audience
logic/rationale

W.11-12.3 Write narratives to develop real and/or imagined experiences or events using effective 
technique, well-chosen details, and well-structured event sequences.

RI.11-12.10 By the end of Grade 11, read and comprehend 
literary nonfiction in the Grades 11-12 text 
complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding 
as needed at the high end of the range. By the 
end of Grade 12, read and comprehend literary 
nonfiction at the high end of the Grades 11-12 
text complexity band independently and 
proficiently.

W.11-12.3.A Engage and orient the reader by setting out a problem, situation, or observation and 
its significance, establishing one or more points of view/perspectives, and introducing 
a narrator and/or characters; create a smooth progression of experiences or events.

RL.11-12.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases 
as they are used in the text, including figurative 
and connotative meanings; analyze the impact 
of specific word choices on meaning and tone, 
including words with multiple meanings or 
language that is particularly fresh, engaging, or 
beautiful.

W.11-12.3.B Use narrative techniques, such as dialogue, pacing, description, reflection, and 
multiple plot lines, to develop experiences, events, and/or characters.

other standards as needed for review or short mini-lessons based 
upon assessment data

W.11-12.3.C Use a variety of techniques to sequence events so that they build on one another to 
create a coherent whole and build toward a particular tone and outcome (e.g., a sense 
of mystery, suspense, growth, or resolution).

RI.11-12.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases 
as they are used in a text, including figurative, 
connotative, and technical meanings; analyze 
how an author uses and refines the meaning of 
a key term or terms over the course of a text, 
including words with multiple meanings or 
language that is particularly fresh, engaging, or 
beautiful.

W.11-12.3.D Use precise words, phrases, and details, as well as sensory language, to convey a 
vivid picture of the experiences, events, setting, and/or characters.

RI.11-12.5 Analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of the 
structure an author uses, including whether the 
structure makes points clear, convincing, and 
engaging.

W.11-12.3.E Provide a purposeful ending that follows from and/or reflects on what is experienced, 
observed, or resolved over the course of the narrative when required by the task.



RI.11-12.6 Determine an author's point of view, 
perspective, or purpose in a text in which the 
rhetoric is particularly effective, analyzing how 
style and content contribute to the power, 
persuasiveness, or beauty of the text.

1. Native American 
Creation Stories
 2. Encounter
3.  “Here Follow 
Some Verses Upon 
the Burning of Our 
House, July 10, 
1666,” “To My Dear 
and Loving 
Husband,” and/or 
“Love is not all” 
(Anne Bradstreet) 
(Glencoe Literature 
p. 77-79)
4.  “Sinners in the 
Hands of an Angry 
God” (Jonathan 
Edwards)
5.  “Speech to the 
Virginia Convention” 
(Patrick Henry) 
6.  Common Sense 
(Thomas Paine)
7. Declaration of 
Independence 
(Thomas Jefferson)  
Glencoe Literature p. 
169
8.Preamble to the 
Constitution
9.  Bill of Rights
10. Federalist Papers 
No. 10
 11. Anti-Federalist 
Papers No. 10

context
literal vs. figurative 
meaning
author's choices
structure
clarity
cogency
coherence
writer's claim
author's point of view
purpose
audience
logic/rationale

W.11-12.9.A Apply Grades 11-12 Reading standards to literature.

RI.11-12.8 Delineate and evaluate the reasoning, 
premises, purposes, and arguments in texts 
such as works of public advocacy or 
foundational documents.

W.9-10.3 Write narratives to develop real and/or imagined experiences or events using effective 
technique, well-chosen details, and well-structured event sequences.

W.11-12.9 Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, 
research, and/or synthesis.

Speaking/Listening Standards W.11-12.9.B Apply Grades 11-12 Reading standards to informational texts.

SL.11-12.6 Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and 
tasks, demonstrating a command of standard 
and/or formal English when indicated or 
appropriate.

W.11-12.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) 
and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of tasks, 
purposes, and audiences.

SL.11-12.3 Evaluate a speaker's perspective, reasoning, 
and use of evidence and rhetoric, assessing 
the stance, premises, links among ideas, word 
choice, points of emphasis, and tone used.

Grammar Focus

L.11-12.3.B
L.11-12.2
L.11-12.2.A
L.11-12.2.B
L.11-12.2.C
L.11-12.2.D
L.11-12.1
L.11-12.1.D,E
L.11-12.1.F
L.11-12.1.G-K
L.11-12.1.C        

Apply an understanding of syntax to the study of complex texts when reading.
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.
Capitalize correctly.
Observe hyphenation conventions
Use appropriate punctuation (e.g., commas, ellipsis, dash, semicolon) to separate elements in a sentence.
Spell correctly.
.Form and use correctly the full range of verb tenses and moods.
Use appropriate shifts in verb voice and mood, and ensure subject-verb and pronoun-antecedent agreement.
Review relative adverbs.
Place phrases and clauses within a sentence, recognizing and correcting misplaced and dangling modifiers.
Review the following from previous grades: prepositional phrases, clauses, conjunctions, modal auxiliaries, interrogatives.
K- Write and read cursive writing. 
Form and use correctly the full range of verb tenses and moods.

Resources 11th Grade Glencoe American Literature Textbook, Grammar Handbook, political cartoons from newspapers and online, Newsela, Online Foundational Document Archive

Assessment pieces

STAR Test Progress Monitoring during the first two weeks
Writing Prompts: 
1. Select a current U.S. sociopolitical issue that affects you personally and/or that you believe is extremely important. (There must be a local, state, or federal court case decision that addresses the issue, which you will examine closer in the second quarter.)  In a personal narrative, write about a specific event or experience that explains your connection to this issue. What occurred that affected your beliefs or stance on the issue? How has this impacted or shaped who you are today? In addition to following rules of standard English convention, be sure to use effective narrative techniques, well-chosen details, and well-structured event sequences to recount your experience to the reader.  (Standards assessed: W.11.3a-e, L.11.1, L.11.2)
2.  Write a break-up letter, following the pattern set by the Declaration of Independence. Review rhetorical triangle and strategies. 
Analysis: Read aloud the short book Encounter and compare the point of view used in the story to the traditional point of view used in our American informational texts. 
Short quizzes or multiple choice tests may be given if needed. 
Socratic Seminar, Jigsaw group discussion

Speech (ELA) Standards



Beginning of the year goal setting and expections (intrapersonal conversation activities)

Resignation Letter (Compare to the Declaration of Independence)
Write a formal letter to your teacher using appropriate business etiquette (e.g. greeting, introduction, technology). In the letter, identify your reasons for this new change and explain your specific 
reasoning behind your decision.
 How you will reduce communication barriers?
How will you address your apprehensions about public speaking?
How will you improve your technology-based communication?
How will you be more aware of yourself and your intrapersonal habits?

EC.1.OC1S.1 Define ethical communication. L.CCR.6
EC.1.OC1S.2 Apply principles of ethical communication:
• academic integrity
• avoidance of plagiarism
• respect for diversity 
CC.2.OC1S.1 Discuss the effect of the communication channel on the sending and receiving of messages. SL.CCR.1, SL.CCR.2,
SL.CCR.3, SL.CCR.4
CC.2.OC1S.2 Identify communication barriers:
• apprehension
• bias
• false assumptions
• loaded terms
• negative nonverbal communication
CC.2.OC1S.4 Define logical fallacies (e.g., slippery slope, ad hominem, bandwagon, false cause, hasty
generalization, begging the question, false dilemma)
CA.3.OC1S.2 Discuss intrapersonal communication concepts (e.g., Johari Window of self-awareness, Maslow’s
hierarchy of needs, self-fulfilling prophecy, self-script, fundamental attribution error, fixed vs. growth
mindset, imposter syndrome)
CA.4.OC1S.1 Apply conflict-resolution strategies:
• differentiate between conflict-resolution styles (e.g., assertive, aggressive, passive,
passive/aggressive)
• paraphrase
• employ reasoning
• time out strategy
• mutual respect
CA.4.OC1S.2 Adapt message to the audience:
• context (e.g., regional, situational, environmental)
• non-verbal communication
• vocal delivery (e.g., pace, volume, tone)
CA.4.OC1S.4 Examine leadership styles (e.g., autocratic, authoritative, laissez-faire, democratic)
CA.3.OC1S.1 Develop intrapersonal communication skills:
• goal setting
• positive self-concept
• positive self-talk
• self-confidence
CC.2.OC1S.8 Demonstrate the ability to give and receive constructive criticism in an interpersonal context SL.CCR.3
CC.2.OC1S.9 Examine mass media messages:
• bias
• credibility
• propaganda
• purpose 



Unit 2: An Evolving Nation
Overview  Students will explore America’s first prolific literary movement by examining works from Poe, Hawthorne, Irving, Emerson, Thoreau, Dickinson, and Whitman. Students 
will understand the characteristics of Romanticism, including the importance of individualism and transcendentalism, in light of the historical and cultural influences of the early 
nineteenth century to the period leading up to the Civil War (1800-1860). Students will also gain the skills, methods, and habits of mind for researching to deepen understanding. 
This unit will lay out a process through which students learn to explore topics both independently and with their learning community. Students will conduct research and gather 
information on an issue of their choice, and they will write an explanatory essay that synthesizes and objectively conveys that information to the reader. 

Suggested Time Frame: 9 weeks (adjust as necessary)
Essential Questions: 
 What is an American? 
How do writers craft language to influence others and achieve their purpose?
How can beliefs be both barriers and bridges? 
What strategies enhance interpersonal communication?
What are the elements of effective group discussion?

Reading Tasks (Standards) Texts
Domain-Specific 
Vocabulary Writing Tasks (Standards)

RL.11-12.3 Analyze how characterization, plot, 
setting, and other elements interact and 
contribute to the development and 
complexity of a text.

“The Minister’s Black 
Veil” by Nathaniel 
Hawthorne
 “The Pit and the 
Pendulum” by Edgar 
Allan Poe
“The Cask of 
Amontillado” by Edgar 
Allan Poe 
“The Devil and Tom 
Walker” by Washington 
Irving
“The Legend of Sleepy 
Hollow” by Washington 
Irving
“I heard a Fly buzz” by 
Emily Dickinson
"The Raven" by Edgar 
Allan Poe
“Annexation” by John O’ 
Sullivan (1845)
 "Song of Myself" by 
Walt Whitman (1855)
“Walking” by Henry 
David Thoreau
“Society and Solitude” 
by Ralph Waldo 
Emerson
A Noiseless Patient 
Spider” by Walt 
Whitman

setting
characterization
plot
media sources 
and formats
clarity
comprehension
quotations
transitions
synthesis
figurative 
language terms

W.11-12.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, 
and information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, organization, 
and analysis of content.

RI.11-12.3 Analyze a complex set of ideas or 
sequence of events and explain how 
specific individuals, ideas, or events 
interact and develop over the course of 
the text.

W.11-12.2.A Introduce a topic; organize complex ideas, concepts, and information to make 
important connections and distinctions; include appropriate text features (e.g., 
captions, headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and/or multimedia.

RL.11-12.9 Analyze how two or more influential 
literary works from the same time period 
address similar themes or topics.

W.11-12.2.B Develop the topic with well-chosen, relevant, and sufficient facts, extended definitions, 
concrete details, quotations, commentary, or other information and examples 
appropriate to the audience's knowledge of the topic.

RI.11-12.7 Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of 
information presented in diverse media or 
formats in order to address a question or 
solve a problem.

W.11-12.2.C        Use appropriate and varied transitions to link the major sections of the text, create 
cohesion, and clarify the relationships among complex ideas and concepts.
W.11-12.2.D        Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to manage the complexity of 
the topic.

W.11-12.2.E Establish and maintain an appropriate format, formal style, and objective tone within 
the norms and conventions of the discipline.

W.11-12.2.F Provide an appropriate concluding statement or section that supports the information 
or explanation presented (e.g., articulating implications or the significance of the 
topic).

W.11-12.7 Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question 
(including a self-generated question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the 
inquiry when appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating 
understanding of the subject under investigation.

W.11-12.8 Gather relevant information from multiple credible print and digital sources, using 
advanced searches effectively.
 ● Assess the strengths and limitations of each source in terms of the task, purpose, 
and audience.
 ● Integrate information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding 
plagiarism and overreliance on any one source.
 ● Follow a standard format for citation.



“The Minister’s Black 
Veil” by Nathaniel 
Hawthorne
 “The Pit and the 
Pendulum” by Edgar 
Allan Poe
“The Cask of 
Amontillado” by Edgar 
Allan Poe 
“The Devil and Tom 
Walker” by Washington 
Irving
“The Legend of Sleepy 
Hollow” by Washington 
Irving
“I heard a Fly buzz” by 
Emily Dickinson
"The Raven" by Edgar 
Allan Poe
“Annexation” by John O’ 
Sullivan (1845)
 "Song of Myself" by 
Walt Whitman (1855)
“Walking” by Henry 
David Thoreau
“Society and Solitude” 
by Ralph Waldo 
Emerson
A Noiseless Patient 
Spider” by Walt 
Whitman

setting
characterization
plot
media sources 
and formats
clarity
comprehension
quotations
transitions
synthesis
figurative 
language terms

Grammar Focus

L.11-12.1
L.11-12.1.A        
L.11-12.1.B
L.11-12.5
L.11-12.5.A
L.11-12.5.B

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.
Apply the understanding that usage is a matter of convention, can change over time, and is sometimes contested.
Resolve issues of complex or contested usage, consulting references (e.g., Merriam-Webster's Dictionary of English Usage, Garner's Modern American Usage) as needed.
Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.
Interpret figures of speech (e.g., hyperbole, paradox) in context and analyze their role in the text.
Analyze nuances in the meaning of words with similar denotations.

Resources

Glencoe Literature Textbook American Literature Grade 11
AP Flash Drive containing documents for activities and assessments
Chromebooks for Google Docs (sharing and grading of writing)
Google Drive Folder for the unit including rubrics, assessments, readings and pdfs

Assessments

Research Project: Throughout this quarter, you will conduct a research project on a local, state, or federal court case that addressed and impacted a current U.S. 
sociopolitical issue. (This research should build on the topic you selected for your personal narrative in first quarter.) 

Writing Prompt: Write an essay that objectively informs your classmates about the key details of your court case and the sociopolitical issue at stake. Your paper 
should synthesize information from multiple print and digital sources, demonstrating a thorough and accurate understanding of the topic investigated in your 
research.

STAR Reading at the end of quarter for growth measurement.

Other formative assessments, such as short quizzes and multiple choice tests, may be given as needed at teacher discretion.
Speech Standards
Activities:
1. Interview (outside of class)
Prepare twenty questions for an interview with an individual who is in a career/field you are interested in pursuing. 
Ask questions you think are most important for understanding the roles and responsibilities of the job, as well as those that will help you decide whether it is a career/field you will 
want to continue to pursue. 
Get background information on person.
Prioritize set of questions.
Have a goal for the interview.
During the interview, demonstrate appropriate business etiquette (dress professionally, shake his/her hand, greet the person respectfully, etc). Provide a print or digital copy of the 
rubric to the interviewee (interviewee will need to submit scores of all criteria except “Written Products” to the teacher by email, mail, or through a sealed envelope).
Submit a neat copy of the interview transcript and a reflection on the interview to the teacher.
A rubric will be included to score the assignment.

2.  Collaborative Discussion (during class)
Students use the Socratic Seminar Directions to engage in a collaborative discussion on a key piece(s) of literature (and related essential questions and concepts) studied in ELA.
Students work in groups or as a class to first agree on the rules and guidelines for the discussion. 
Teachers use this Socratic Circle Rubric as a checklist to monitor and evaluate participation for each student

CA.4.OC1S.1 Apply conflict-resolution strategies: • differentiate between conflict-resolution styles (e.g., assertive, aggressive, passive, passive/aggressive) • paraphrase • employ 
reasoning • time out strategy • mutual respect
PS.5.OC1S.6 Demonstrate the ability to give and receive constructive criticism: • critique oral messages (e.g., clarity, delivery, word choice, body language, use of language, 
evidence) • define constructive criticism • develop a plan of action based on constructive criticism
CC.2.OC1S.3 Demonstrate appropriate listening skills: • active listening • critical listening



CA.4.OC1S.5 Participate in collaborative discussions in a variety of contexts (e.g., classroom simulations, club meetings, learning teams, civic meetings, co-curricular contests): • 
consensus building • group decision-making process • norms • preparation • responses to diverse perspectives • roles
CA.4.OC1S.3 Demonstrate conversation skills in informal communication: • extenders • openers/ice breakers • reduction of negative conversation behaviors (e.g., domination, 
interruptions) • self-disclosure
CA.4.OC1S.6 Prepare for a job interview: • attire • prepare for common questions • research the company • resume
CA.4.OC1S.7 Participate in an interview (e.g., job, college, research, newspaper)
CA.4.OC1S.8 Identify appropriate business etiquette: • appearance (e.g., professional attire, business casual dress, grooming) • introductions • proper technology usage (e.g., 
composing emails, networking, texting)



Unit Three: A Troubled Young Nation
Overview: This unit examines American literature from the mid to late nineteenth century (1845-1899). Building on the previous unit, students will continue to explore the ideas of 
individualism and the pursuit of liberty, particularly as it relates to the evolving perspective of slavery and the roles of women. Students will compare the treatment of themes in 
different genres by reading from novels, memoirs, and speeches of both historical and literary significance, focusing on the important questions the texts raise about what 
America promises--and to whom. The writing focus will be argument, and students will develop and support claims/counterclaims in a speech written and delivered to their 
classmates. 

Suggested Time Frame: 9 weeks (adjust as necessary)
Essential Questions:
 What is an American? 
How do writers craft language to influence others and achieve their purpose?
How can beliefs be both barriers and bridges?
How can you make speeches to inform as effective as possible?
How can you make speeches to persuade as effective as possible?
How do speeches for special occasions differ in content and organization?

Reading Task (Standards) Texts
Domain-Specific 
Vocabulary Writing Tasks (Standards)

RL.11-12.2 Examine a grade-appropriate literary text.
 ● Provide an objective summary.
 ● Determine two or more themes or 
central ideas of a text and analyze their 
development over the course of the text, 
including how they interact and build on 
one another to produce a complex 
account.

“Follow the 
Drinking Gourd”
"Roll Jordan 
Roll"  
"Nobody Knows 
the Trouble I've 
Seen"
"Dixieland"
“Lincoln and 
Liberty”
"John Brown's 
Body / "Battle 
Hymn of the 
Republic"    

Satire
Irony
Paradox
Theme
Argument 
Claim
Counterclaim
Slave Narrative
Abolitionist
Feminist
Censorship

W.11-12.1 Write arguments to support claims when analyzing substantive topics or texts, using 
valid reasoning and relevant, sufficient evidence.



RI.11-12.2 Examine a grade-appropriate 
informational text.
 ● Provide an objective summary of the 
text.
 ● Determine two or more central ideas of 
a text and analyze their development over 
the course of the text, including how they 
interact and build on one another to 
provide a complex analysis.

Huckleberry 
Finn
Narrative of the 
Life of Frederick 
Douglass, An 
American 
Slave, Written 
by Himself  
Glencoe 
Literature p. 
330
Twelve Years a 
Slave by 
Solomon 
Northup

W.11-12.1.A Introduce precise, knowledgeable claim(s), establish the significance of the claim(s), 
distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, and create an organization 
that logically sequences claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and evidence.

RL.11-12.9 Analyze how two or more influential 
literary works from the same time period 
address similar themes or topics.

“House Divided” 
or excerpts from 
"House Divided

W.11-12.1.B Develop claim(s) and counterclaims fairly and thoroughly, supplying the most relevant 
evidence and insightful commentary for each while pointing out the strengths and 
limitations of both in a manner that anticipates the audience's knowledge level, 
concerns, values, and possible biases.

RI.11-12.9 Analyze documents of historical and 
literary significance, including U.S. 
documents when appropriate, for their 
themes, purposes, and rhetorical features.

“The Gettysburg 
Address” by 
Abraham 
Lincoln

W.11-12.1.C Use words, phrases, and clauses as well as varied syntax to create cohesion and 
convey logical relationships among claims, evidence, and commentary.

Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton’s 
“Declaration of 
Sentiments” 
Sojourner Truth’
s “Ain’t I a 
Woman?”
 “The Story of 
an Hour” 

W.11-12.1.D Establish and maintain an appropriate style, tone, and format within the norms and 
conventions of the discipline.

SL.11-12.1 Initiate and participate effectively in a 
range of collaborative conversations (one-
on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with 
diverse partners on Grades 11–12 topics, 
texts, and issues, building on others’ 
ideas and expressing their own clearly 
and persuasively.

SL.11-12.1.D Respond thoughtfully to 
diverse perspectives; 
synthesize comments, 
claims, and evidence 
made on all sides of an 
issue; resolve 
contradictions when 
possible; and determine 
what additional 
information or research 
is required to deepen 
the investigation or 
complete the task.

W.11-12.1.E Provide a concluding statement or section that extends from and supports the 
argument presented (e.g., articulating implications or the significance of the 
argument).



SL.11-12.1.A Come to discussions prepared, having 
read and researched material under 
study; explicitly draw on that preparation 
by referring to evidence from texts and 
other research on the topic or issue to 
stimulate a thoughtful, well-reasoned 
exchange of ideas.

SL.11-12.2 Integrate multiple 
sources of information 
that is gained by means 
other than reading (e.g., 
texts read aloud; oral 
presentations of charts, 
graphs, or diagrams; 
speeches) in order to 
make informed 
decisions and solve 
problems, evaluating 
the credibility and 
accuracy of each 
source and noting any 
discrepancies among 
the data.

W.11-12.8 Gather relevant information from multiple credible print and digital sources, using 
advanced searches effectively.
 ● Assess the strengths and limitations of each source in terms of the task, purpose, 
and audience.
 ● Integrate information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding 
plagiarism and overreliance on any one source.
 ● Follow a standard format for citation.

SL.11-12.1.B Work with peers to promote civil, 
democratic discussions and decision 
making, set clear goals and deadlines, 
and establish individual roles as needed.

SL.11-12.4 Present information, 
findings, and supporting 
evidence, conveying a 
clear and distinct 
perspective, such that 
listeners can follow the 
line of reasoning, 
alternative or opposing 
perspectives are 
addressed, and the 
organization, 
development, 
substance, and style 
are appropriate to 
purpose, audience, and 
a range of formal and 
informal tasks.

W.11-12.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style 
are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.

SL.11-12.1.C Propel conversations by posing and 
responding to questions that probe 
reasoning and evidence; ensure a hearing 
for a full range of positions on a topic or 
issue; clarify, verify, or challenge ideas 
and conclusions; and promote divergent 
and creative perspectives.

SL.11-12.5 Make strategic use of 
digital media (e.g., 
textual, graphical, 
auditory, visual, and
 interactive elements) in 
presentations to 
enhance understanding 
of findings,
 reasoning, and 
evidence and to add 
interest.

W.11-12.5 Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or 
trying a new approach, focusing on addressing what is most significant for a specific 
purpose and audience.

Grammar Focus

Focus Standard - L.11-12.4: Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grades 11-12 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a 
range of strategies.
L.11-12.4.A Use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a sentence, paragraph, or text; a word's position or function in a sentence) as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
L.11-12.4.B Identify and correctly use patterns of word changes that indicate different meanings or parts of speech (e.g., conceive, conception, conceivable).
L.11-12.4.C Consult general and specialized reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both print and digital, to find the pronunciation of a word or determine or 
clarify its precise meaning, its part of speech, its etymology, or its standard usage.
L.11-12.4.D Verify the preliminary determination of the meaning of a word or phrase (e.g., by checking the inferred meaning in context or in a dictionary)
L.11-12.5: Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.
L.11-12.5.B: Analyze nuances in the meaning of words with similar denotations.



Assessments

Write and deliver a speech to your classmates that argues whether or not justice was served regarding the court case and sociopolitical issue you examined last 
semester. Be sure to introduce, develop, and support a specific, insightful claim. You should examine both the claim and counterclaims in depth, providing only 
the most pertinent evidence for both sides while pointing out the strengths and flaws of each in anticipation of the audience’s knowledge, objections, opinions, 
and biases. Your actual speech to the class should also utilize digital media to engage the audience and enhance understanding.

 

Resources

Glencoe Literature Textbook American Literature Grade 11
AP Flash Drive containing documents for activities and assessments
 Chromebooks for Google Docs (sharing and grading of writing)

Speech Standards and Activities
Present a section of a literary and/or informational text aloud to the class, such as a poem, soliloquy, or a famous speech.

Students demonstrate a “how to” lesson for the class, following the formal demonstrative speech outline. 

Students will prepare a formal informational speech to deliver to the class. 

Discuss the fundamentals of debate.  Research assigned topic and hold a formal debate following the formal rules of debate and arguing for or against the "new edition" of Huck 
Finn, addressing both the use of racial epithets and the changing of an artist's original work due to political correctness.  Students will prepare for their debate opportunities using 
a formal persuasive speech outline.  

CA.4.OC1S.2 Adapt message to the audience: • context (e.g., regional, situational, environmental) • non-verbal communication • vocal delivery (e.g., pace, volume, tone) 
CA.4.OC1S.3 Demonstrate conversation skills in informal communication: • extenders • openers/ice breakers • reduction of negative conversation behaviors (e.g., domination, 
interruptions) • self-disclosure
PS.5.OC1S.1 Present informal speeches adapting the message to a variety of contexts and tasks (e.g., impromptu, toast, introduction, after dinner, entertainment)
PS.5.OC1S.2 Prepare a variety of formal speeches (e.g., demonstration, informative, persuasive, problem-solution)
for delivery
• analyze audience
• create formal outline
• identify purpose
• organize speech according to appropriate pattern (e.g. chronological, topical, problemsolution,
cause-effect)
• practice delivery
• reference sources in the speech
PS.5.OC1S.9 Perform oral readings (e.g., poetry, prose, dramatic monologues, historical speeches) using effective paralanguage • diction • mood • vocal expression (e.g., 
inflection, pause, pitch, rate, volume)
PS.5.OC1S.3 Research speech topic:
• cite sources
• evaluate the credibility of sources
• locate appropriate resources (e.g., purpose, audience, task)



PS.5.OC1S.4 Use figurative language (e.g., allusion, antithesis, euphemism, imagery, metaphor, personification, simile) where appropriate
PS.5.OC1S.5 Use supporting materials (e.g., PowerPoint, Prezi, Keystone, prop, poster, PowToons, videos, audio recordings)
PS.5.OC1S.7 Demonstrate effective delivery skills:
• nonverbal skills (e.g., gestures, facial expressions, eye contact, attire, proxemics)
• platform movement
• verbal skills (e.g., vocal projection, pace, rate, tone)

PS.5.OC1S.8 Apply debate fundamentals in an informal or formal debate: • establish a resolution for a debate • support or refute the resolution with research • create arguments 
based on research (e.g., warrant, claim, impact) • present researched arguments to support claims
CC.2.OC1S.7 Demonstrate effective nonverbal communication skills:
• attire
• facial expressions
• gestures
• paralanguage
• proxemics 
CC.2.OC1S.5 Evaluate oral messages in a variety of situations (e.g., public addresses, recorded media, classroom discussions): • clarity • delivery • purpose • reasoning • word 
choice SL.CCR.3
 CC.2.OC1S.6 Identify context-appropriate usage for oral messages: • connotation and denotation • dialect • jargon • slang • standard English • vocabulary complexity



Unit 4:  Challenges and Successes of the Twentieth Century
Overview   Students will explore the challenges and successes of the twentieth century by reading a variety of texts, including a classic American drama, from the time period. 
Students will continue to consider what it is to be an American and how the ideals and perspectives of the American Dream vary depending on person, place, or time. As a 
culminating assignment, students will complete a project that represents the evolution of the American Dream, as seen from the beginning of the year with the Puritans’ view 
up to the student’s view of the American Dream today. Students/groups can choose from performance art, a digital media presentation, or a visual art presentation, but all will 
complete written product requirements and share their work with the class.

Suggested Time Frame: 9 weeks (adjust as necessary)
Essential Questions:  What is an American? 
How do writers craft language to influence others and achieve their purpose?
How can beliefs be both barriers and bridges?  
How has social media affected the beliefs of Americans and become both a bridge and a barrier?

Reading Task (Standards) Texts
Domain-Specific 
Vocabulary Writing Tasks (Standards)

RL.11-12.5 Analyze how an author's choices 
concerning how to structure specific parts 
of a text (e.g., the choice of where to 
begin or end a story, the choice to provide 
a comedic or tragic resolution) contribute 
to its overall structure and meaning as 
well as its aesthetic impact.

Hughes’ “I, Too, 
Sing America" 
and Whitman’s 
“I Hear America 
Singing”

Drama
Tragic hero
Tragedy
Literary 
Movements
Harlem 
Renaissance
Modernism
American Dream
Coining of the 
term
Disillusionment
Ideals/Idealism

W.11-12.6 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, publish, and update individual or 
shared writing products in response to ongoing feedback, including new arguments or 
information.

RL.11-12.6 Analyze a case in which grasping 
perspective and/or purpose requires 
distinguishing what is directly stated in a 
text from what is really meant (e.g., satire, 
sarcasm, irony, or understatement).

Of Mice and 
Men
The Great 
Gatsby

RL.11-12.7 Analyze multiple interpretations of a story, 
drama, or poem (e.g., recorded or live 
production of a play or recorded novel or 
poetry), evaluating how each version 
interprets the source text.

Hughes’ 
“Mother to Son,”
“Dreams,” 
“American 
Heartbreak,” 
“Daybreak in 
Alabama,” 
“Theme for 
English B,” and 
“The Negro 
Speaks of 
Rivers”

RI.11-12.6 Determine an author's point of view, 
perspective, or purpose in a text in which 
the rhetoric is particularly effective, 
analyzing how style and content 
contribute to the power, persuasiveness, 
or beauty of the text.

The Crucible by 
Arthur Miller

RL.11-12.1 Cite strong and thorough textual evidence 
to support analysis of what the text says 
explicitly as well as inferences drawn from 
the text, including determining where the 
text leaves matters uncertain.

RI.11-12.1 Cite strong and thorough textual evidence 
to support analysis of what the text says 
explicitly as well as inferences drawn from 
the text, including determining where the 
text leaves matters uncertain.



RI.11-12.7 Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of 
information presented in diverse media or 
formats in order to address a question or 
solve a problem.

Drama
Tragic hero
Tragedy
Literary 
Movements
Harlem 
Renaissance
Modernism
American Dream
Coining of the 
term
Disillusionment
Ideals/Idealism

SL.11-12.4 Present information, findings, and 
supporting evidence, conveying a clear 
and distinct perspective, such that 
listeners can follow the line of reasoning, 
alternative or opposing perspectives are 
addressed, and the organization, 
development, substance, and style are 
appropriate to purpose, audience, and a 
range of formal and informal tasks.

SL.11-12.5 Make strategic use of digital media (e.g., 
textual, graphical, auditory, visual, and
 interactive elements) in presentations to 
enhance understanding of findings,
 reasoning, and evidence and to add 
interest.

Grammar Focus
L.11-12.3 Apply knowledge of language to understand how language functions in different contexts, to make effective choices for meaning or style, and to comprehend more fully when reading or listening.

L.11-12.3.A Vary syntax for effect, consulting references (e.g., Tufte's Artful Sentences) for guidance as needed.

L.11-12.5.C This standard is taught in Grade 8 and should be reinforced as needed.
 Distinguish among the connotations (associations) of words with similar denotations (definitions) (e.g., bullheaded, willful, firm, persistent, resolute).

L.11-12.5.D This standard is taught in Grade 1 and should be reinforced as needed.
 Distinguish shades of meaning among verbs differing in manner (e.g., look, peek, glance, stare, glare, scowl) and adjectives differing in intensity (e.g., large, gigantic) by defining or choosing them 

or by acting out the meanings.
L.11-12.6 Acquire and use accurately a range of general academic and domain-specific words and phrases sufficient for reading, writing, speaking, and listening; demonstrate independence in gathering 

vocabulary knowledge when encountering an unknown term important to comprehension or expression.

Resources

Copies of all books, novels, plays, stories. 
Chromebooks

Assessments: 

American Dream project assignment.  The students may choose from a performance art piece, digital presentation such as Google Slides, Prezi, etc., or a 
visual art presentation such as a mural or other piece of art.  The final presentation done by the students should explain the changes in the meaning of the 
American Dream over the course of our history and what that "dream means to them today."

Speech Standards
In this quarter, we will be discussing the effects of social media and how social media has affected the American Dream. We will also discuss and do research on the 
apporpriate use of social media, culminating in a problem-solution speech given to the class by each student, explaining the problems of social media and possible solutions to 
these problems. 

Students will complete a research project on the American Dream.  See American Dream project above.  This project will culminate in a formal informational speech given to 
the class accompanied by their chosen media piece. This can be slam poetry, visual art, or a digital presentation using Google Slides, Prezi, etc.   
CC.2.OC1S.10 Discuss social media (e.g., internet etiquette; impact of social media use on employers, military, universities, scholarship committees, relationships).
CC.2.OC1S.11 Identify a variety of social media uses: • commercial marketing • entertaining • networking • news
CC.2.OC1S.12 Discuss the negative effects of social media: • cyber bullying • identity theft • permanency of shared information • personal safety • reputation
EC.1.OC1S.3 Apply principles of ethical communication as they apply to social media (e.g., cyber bullying, rights to privacy, slander and libel, district technology policies).


